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Donald Trump & Scott Steiner “Debate” - Shot List 

1. MS - Steiner is in frame kissing his arm and sticking his tongue out 

2. MS - Announcer appears in frame - “HELLO EVERYONE AND WELCOME TO DDWF! 

I’m here again with Scott Steiner. We have word that Donald Trump is… 

3. MS - Steiner - “DRUMPF? *coughs* HE’S FAAAAAAAT.” 

4. MS - Announcer - “May I?”  

5. MS - Steiner makes a sarcastic go ahead gesture  

6. MS - Announcer - “… is in the building! Now before he arrives, would you like to say any 

words?” 

7. MS - Steiner swipes the microphone and pushes the announcer out of frame “Listen up 

Drumpf! I’M SICK OF YOUR SHIT! YOU’RE GONNA BE HERE ANY SECOND NOW 

AND I’M GONNA DEAL WITH YOUR FAAAT ASSSSSSS. Get that Drumpf ass in here. 

GET ‘EM IN!” 

8. LS Tracking - Trump enters the area to born in the USA  while on his phone  

Camera man - “Trump we’re rolling.”  

Trump looks disgusted and confused “Why are all these plebs trying to talk to me? *puts his 

phone to his ear* Hey hey! Ivanka hey it’s Daddy! Alright I’ll be home soon don’t worry 

babe. *kissy noises* *makes eye contact with Steiner* Hey my buddy!” 

9. MS - Steiner starts talking - “You know I did a little research on the Bin- the goo the bin- 

goo- goo- bin- the bing… I love Bing. TWO THINGS! One, found out you’re still a fat ass. 



Second of all, found out you’re homophobic. Like look, listen. *cough* I haaaaate a lot of 

people, don’t get me wrong, but love is love. But bein homophobic is like, gay er something. 

You’re stupid and you’re gay. 

10. MS - Trump responds - “Look Scott, it doesn’t matter whether or not I hate the gay people, I 

mean look THEY’RE DISGUSTING. I mean, but you know what’s not disgusting, my 

Ivanka is *blows a kiss* quite the looker. But uh, gay people, not the biggest fan. Also, you 

saying homophobia is what gay people do, is a little stupid and ironic. You think? 

11. MS - Steiner responds - “Really first of all, everything you just said I blanked out. I got 

peaks for the freaks and curls for the girls. But the second bit of research I did is that you 

talking about you don’t like abortions! What, you want us to be like China? That’s another 

thing, you say China’s stupid. Chyna, oh my god… Oh dude, like if I could have gotten her 

in the sack when she wasn’t all coked up and loopy… UGH, OH MY GOD. GOD, SHE 

HAD PEAKS FOR DAYS… OHHHH, UGGGGGH… response? Drumpf?” 

12. MS - Trump responds - “Ok look first of all, I don’t think that killing babies is wrong. What 

if in the mind of that child was the cure for cancer? Also, about china. I LOVE CHINA. I 

don’t see anything wrong with China and I think if we could be a country like China, that 

could make America great again.” 

13. MS - Steiner responds - “Back to China, you say you’re gonna make all the jobs in America, 

you’re gonna make America great. BUT ALL YOUR SHIT IS MANUFACTURED IN 

CHINA DRUMPF. YOU KNOW WHAT? THAT’S A HYPOCRISY I CAN’T STAND FOR. 

AND ONCE AGAIN ABOUT CHINA, HOW YOU HAVE EVERYTHING MADE IN 

CHINA, I WISH I WAS INSIDE OF CHYNA BACK IN THE DAY! CAUSE BOY! THAT 



WOULDA BEEN FUN! WE WOULDA HAD. GENETIC. FREAK. BAAAAABIES. 

HAHA.” 

14. MS - Trump responds - “Look, Ok, I get it. And you know what, even if we do manufacture 

in China, we’re gonna make jobs in America! I mean listen, the reason we make everything 

in China, is because, well, they’re cheap. I mean you don’t have to pay those side eyed 

yellow bellies much to make all their cool little stuff. And you really need to cool it about 

Chyna. She’s gone, uh, and really babies between you two wouldn’t even come close to 

looking as beautiful as my baby Ivanka. So um, could you calm it?” 

15. MS - Steiner responds - “ABOUT IVANKA, SHE SUCKS YOUR DICK OR 

SOMETHING? HOW BOUT THIS? I THINK SHE’D BE A GREAT FREAKZILLA. 

ALRIGHT? I THINK SHE’D BE GREAT, WORKING OUT WITH ME. BUT YOU KNOW 

WHAT, FIRST YOU GOTTA TELL HER SHE’S GOTTA TAKE HER FUCKIN’ 

CLOTHES OFF IF SHE’S GONNA WORK OUT WITH ME.” 

16. MS - Trump responds - “You know, for as much as you call yourself the genetic freak with 

the peaks, you know curls for the girls, I don’t see any peaks in that bicep. You sure you still 

have what you had back in the day?” 

17. MS - Steiner responds - “FOR YOUR INFORMATION, I DO HAVE PEAKS. NOW, I’VE 

JUST BEEN CULTIVATING MASS, BECAUSE I STOPPED DOING EXERCISES, 

CAUSE SOMETIMES ITS NOT GOOD FOR YOU! LOOK AT THIS, YOU GOT THIS 

DRUMPF, YOU FAT ASS? *kisses his biceps* OOOOOH, I GET MORE TACO, THAN 

YOU EVER DO. ESPECIALLY FROM YOUR STUPID DAUGHTER.” 



18. MS - Trump responds - “You know, I realize, we  might actually have a lot in common. I 

mean, we both love my Ivanka. I see what you’re saying, she really coulda been a Freakzilla 

with you. She could be sitting on your lap, like she does to me, when you work out. That 

would be great! That’d be wonderful! 

19. MS - Steiner responds - “You know Drumpf, you have a good point, actually. How about 

this? I could have your sloppy seconds! HAHAHA!” 

20. MS - Trump responds - “Alright, well that’s just… just a disgusting way to put it. But I 

mean, you could. I mean, I have her from 1pm to … 1…10pm. So that would work, that’d be 

great! 

21. MS - Steiner responds - “And what’s this I hear about you wanted to build a wall to keep all 

the illegals out of America?” 

22. MS - Trump responds - “Yeah I’m building a wall! I mean, we gotta keep the illegals out of 

this country. Sure I don’t like any of the Mexicans, let’s be honest. But if some of them claim 

to be born here, then sure keep ‘em in. But if they’re gonna hop the lousy border we have 

now, get the hell back over!” 

23. MS - Steiner responds - “Oh my god, why was I even mad at you? I mean, I hate the 

Mexicans. I hate the spics. Both annoy me on a personal level. This is amazing Drumpf! 

or… Mr. Trump.” 

24. MS - Trump responds - “You know, I have a proposition Mr. Bootydaddy. What about, you 

know, I don’t have a Vice President yet. I was thinking, maybe… you. 

25. MS - Steiner responds - “Oh my god, yes! YES YES YES! It could be uh, Trump n’ Pump 

2016, baby! 


